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Next Meeting:
Tuesday, June 3, 6:00pm Bullock’s BBQ

Program: Preparing for Field Day 2014
By: Dave Snyder, W4SAR
+Show & Tell

The important part of Tuesday’s program is final
planning for our 2014 Field Day exercise, joint with
OCRA. Dave, W4SAR, will review the setup and come
up with many useful tips. (Note Dave’s write-up
below.) Since OCRA-DFMA Field Day 2013 ranked us
5th in the Nation, we have a reputation to uphold, and
we can always try to move up even higher.
Field Day planning should use up just a part of our
meeting time, so there might be some time for some
Show & Tell. Share something with your fellow
hams.

President’s Corner
Let me begin by thanking all the volunteers that
worked to make DurHamFest a successful event again
this year. It makes me proud to be a member of club
with so many friendly and dedicated members. It was
a wonderful day consisting of great weather,
interesting items for sale, exceptional fellowship, and
delicious BOH-Burgers.

I want to recognize two members this month that did
2013
a great job coordinating and organizing DurHamFest.

Paul’s (KE4OXN) and Linda’s (KF4LJZ) efforts in
making DurHamFest a fun and successful event are to
be applauded. Paul served as our overall coordinator
and ensured we had rental space, vendor tables, and
ARRL affiliation. Linda served as the vendor contact
leading up to DurHamFest, and collected money for
table rental and tailgating space during the event.
Special thanks to M.K. (W4MKR) and Dee (KU4GC)
for purchasing the food and drinks that are always a
popular part of DurHamFest. Thanks again to all the
volunteers that helped set up, staffed the club tables,
sold tickets, cooked and sold food and drinks, worked
the VE session, and helped tear down. Great job
everyone!
Hope to see you at Bullocks on June 3rd.
73, Skip, N4SP

OCRA/DFMA Field Day 2014
June 27-29
After a struggle to find a good site for Field Day this
year, a majority of Band Captains and board
members of both OCRA and the DFMA chose Wilson
Lamb, W4BOH’s property as our operating site this
year. Wilson’s place has adequate space, a good mix
of trees and level ground so we can raise wire
antennas or towers. Bonus is a number of
shady spots to put up shelters and power
drops available to run air conditioning ,
laptops and lights for a few of the
stations. See the picture for an aerial view
of the property and a draft of the site
plan.

Dan, KK4DMS, and Rhett, KE4HIH, staff the DFMA Club Table
Image Courtesy of N4SKP

The site plan was worked out on a walkthrough by most of the band captains.
Siting is based on the types of antennas to
be used by each, with an attempt to
minimize inter-station interference. We
currently plan to run once again as “9A
Battery”, meaning up to 9 HF signals can
be run simultaneously, with all radio
equipment running off batteries or
natural power alone. Power from the
electric grid or generators may only be
used to run auxiliary equipment such as
lights, cooling, or logging computers that
are not used to control the radios. Also,
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only temporary radio stations may be used, Wilson’s
home station is off limits.
The nine HF stations, their band captains and
antenna types are as follows:
80 CW – Danke Hirasawa, W4YAS
dipole or end-fed Zepp
40 CW – Andy Yates, W4KIL
wire beam /long wire combo
20 CW – Bruce Meier, N1LN & Wilson Lamb, W4BOH
Yagi
15/10CW – Michael North, KK4EIB
Yagi
Multiband Digital – Dave Snyder, W4SAR
40M Vertical and a G5RV
80 Phone – Steve Ahlbom, W3AHL
inverted “V” dipole
40/15 Phone – Joe Simpson, K4SAR & Adriano
Marcuz, KV7D
wire beam and Yagis
20 Phone – Lad Carrington, W4ORD & Dave Snyder,
W4SAR
Yagi
10 Phone – Bob Clarke, W4RWC
rotatable dipole

Field Day 2014 Site Plan at the W4BOH QTH
Graphic: W4SAR

Additional stations which could give bonus points,
without adding to the count, are a VHF/UHF station, a
satellite station, and a GOTA station (a station
intended to introduce unlicensed ops or new hams to
operating).
If you want to operate, see the band captains. Relief
CW operators, in particular, are in short supply. A lot
of muscle is also needed for the setup of stations on
Friday and on Saturday morning, and tear down on
Sunday afternoon.
According to the Field Day rules, we may commence
setup as of 0000 UTC on June 27, which translates to
8PM Thursday, June 26 in local time. However, from
that time until the start of the Field Day contest itself,
only a total of 24 hours may be used for setup, which
can be broken down however we need. Therefore, we
will plan on the official set up times to be 8:00am to
8:00pm local time on Friday, June 27th, and 6:00am
to 2:00pm on Saturday June 28th. That is a total of 18
hours, leaving a few hours of wiggle room for after
dark arrivals on Friday to set up tents and trailers.
Field Day operation itself will run for 24 hours
straight, from 2:00pm local time on Saturday, June
28, to 2:00pm Sunday June 29. All logging will be
done electronically, either N1MM
or the N3FJP programs may be
used as long as all the proper
exchange data can be saved and
exported in ADIF format. If anyone
needs N3FJP, I hold a license and
can set you up and give a tutorial.
For N1MM, Bruce N1LN may be the
best to speak to. The exchange for
Field day is our callsign – likely
W4UNC, but that needs to be
confirmed, our category “Niner
Alpha”, and section – NC. We then
need the corresponding info from
the other station. The logging
programs will automatically record
the time and date, they will also
prevent making duplicate contacts.
Dee Ramm, KU4GC and M.K. Ramm,
W4MKR will be running the
canteen, for $10 per head they will
supply a grilled dinner on that
Saturday, and a breakfast on
Sunday ($5 if you only want one of
these). Additionally, unlimited cold
water and soft drinks will be
available.
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At our next club meeting, we will discuss the logistics
for field day, and what additional bonus points we
may be able to achieve. We made it to 5th place
nationally out of 2500 participants last year. Every
year, we made more points than the previous year.
Let us do it again this year. Let’s see how close we
get to #1! Field Day has been a wonderful synergy
between OCRA and DFMA. Come on out and be a part
of it!

repeaters. In early May when we recorded
announcements for “Durhamfest on May 24” we
realized we better get the repeaters moved to TV Hill
quickly or miss the opportunity to advertise the
Durhamfest. After several late-night work sessions
and a time-out for Dayton, the repeaters were
transported to TV Hill on May 19.

73, Dave Snyder, W4SAR, Field Day Coordinator

145.45 and 444.1 Repeaters
Move From the VA to TV Hill
DFMA built and installed repeaters on 145.45 and
444.1 on the VA Hospital in the seventies. Both
repeaters were built from commercial radios made
by General Electric. The 145.45 transmitter was so
old it used three vacuum tubes. At least the 444.1
transmitter was all solid-state. Both have performed
well for over 30 years. It became time to build
replacement repeaters to incorporate state-of-the art
technology. Design and construction began on the
replacement system.
During that process, it was decided that we wanted to
incorporate IRLP and Echo-link in the system. The
stumbling block for this plan was the need for a
broadband internet connection. One was not readily
available at the VA.
Plan B became a possibility when one of the tower
sites available to DFMA had a tenant with Road
Runner service and the willingness to allow DFMA to
use a port at no cost. TV Hill, north of Durham, off
Guess Road, was evaluated and SERA coordinated our
frequencies at the tower with ground elevation 100’
higher than the VA. Our antennas went to the top of
the 160’ tall monopole which provided a heightabove-average-terrain of 400 feet. The view from the
top of the tower includes downtown Durham,
Raleigh, and the cooling towers of Shearon Harris
nuclear plant.
The new repeater hardware came together nicely but
the programming for the Link Club Deluxe2
controller gave me a hard time. Lowell, KK4PH,
volunteered to do the programming, which moved
the project toward completion. Adriano, KV7D,
volunteered to do the IRLP/Echo-link programming
since he had already mastered it for the OCRA
repeater.
Adriano also did the audio recording for the DVR
tracks to make ID’s and announcements for the

Image courtesy of NC4CD

The two repeaters and IRLP equipment would not fit
into one 6’ tall cabinet. Actually two cabinets were
filled. In the picture above, the cabinet on the right
contains the repeaters and associated equipment.
From top to bottom are: 449.1-444.1 Duplexer,
wattmeter for 444.1, 100 watt PA for 444.1, Kenwood
TKR-850 repeater for 449.1-444.1, Digital Voice
Recorder, AC Power strip, microphones, remote base
radios for 2 meters and 220 MHz, Kenwood TKR-750
repeater for 144.85-145.45, wattmeter for 145.45,
100 watt PA for 145.45, surge protection for power
and telephone, and Astron RM60M power supply.
The cabinet on the left contains, from top to bottom:
144.85-145.45 duplexer, monitor for IRLP computer,
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computer for IRLP, UPS for IRLP computer, and some
empty space in the bottom of the cabinet which will
hold back-up batteries. The TV Hill site has a 40 KW
generator which will power the repeaters on a long
term basis. The batteries and UPS keep the
equipment from seeing a power loss during cranking
and transfers of the generator.
In the photo below, antennas at the top of the
monopole can be seen. The antenna for 145.45 is on
the left side of the picture, is pointed down, and has
four exposed dipole elements. It is made by ComProducts. The antenna for 444.1 is on the right side
of the photo, is pointed up, and has 16 exposed dipole
elements. It is made by Decibel Products.

Antennas at TV Hill and Hillsborough are about the
same height above sea level.
73 de the repeater builders:
NC4CD, KK4PH, and KV7D.

On the Internet
Spurious Correlations
You’ve surely heard that “correlation does not prove
causality”. In fact, causality is often very difficult to
prove. Below is a web site showing many
correlations. They drive the point home by showing
many cases where no-one would expect causation
even though there is a very strong correlation. And,
maybe, some will bring a smile to your face.
http://www.tylervigen.com/
- thanks to Karl, N1XPB
Azimuthal Map
You can use this website to create an azimuthal map
centered on your QTH. I made one and printed it to
use plotting contacts and evaluating propagation
patterns. Once created, one can save it for any future
uses.
http://ns6t.net/azimuth/azimuth.html
- thanks to Gary, W1GWL

Board Meeting Minutes
(draft, not yet approved)
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Board Meeting - 5/20/14 - KU4GC, Secretary
Location: 1920 Front Street, Durham
Attending: Skip, WB4P, president; Michael, KK4EIB,
vice president; MK, W4MKR, treasurer; Dee, KU4GC,
secretary; Charlie, NC4CD, repeater manager; Pete,
K4PHS, at large member; Dan, KR4UB, at large
member; Karen, KD4YJZ, at large member; Ken,
KI4QXJ, at large member; Bob, W4RWC, past
president; Dave, W4SAR, field day coordinator; Paul,
KE4OXN, hamfest chair; Don, KE4UVJ
President - Skip, WB4P, called the meeting to order
at 7:05pm.
Image courtesy of NC4CD

Work is being done on a user manual for the new
equipment. Features of the new repeaters include
autopatch, user autodial, emergency autodial, 2
meter remote base, 220 MHz remote base, IRLP, and
Echo-link. Everyone is encouraged to talk on the
repeaters and give us reports on coverage compared
to coverage from the VA and to Hillsborough.

The 4/15/14 Board minutes and the 5/6/14 Club
Meeting minutes were unanimously approved as
distributed.
REPORTS
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Current members: 76 are paid up so far for this year.
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Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- Dee reported that he had sent out the first monthly
list of all members and recent members showing
their dues status. He plans to continue this process,
unchanged, for a while to see how people react and to
see if we get more renewals.
- Dee reported he had relayed the DFMA’s agreement
to participate to the organizers of the fall 2015
Bankhead Convoy Special Event. The organizers
were pleased and stated they would keep us
informed as planning progresses.
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
- Michael noted that the June DFMA program would
focus on Field Day with possible time for some show
and tell.
- He also noted that Dan, KR4UB, and he were
working on a demographic project to display the
geographic distribution of the members of the DFMA
and OCRA.
Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
Charlie reported that former VA repeaters, 145.45and the 444.100+ were now fully functional on TV
Hill. He had moved the duplexers and a preamp from
the VA. The rest of the equipment is new. Adriano,
KV7D, is still working on the IRLP link. Lowell,
KK4PH is working on the documentation on how to
use the many features of the system. His goal had
been to complete the new system before DurHamFest
and things were now in place. He urged everyone to
try it out.
As for the Hillsborough land lease, the lawyers were
still talking but seemed to be working on actual
numbers.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR
Dave reported that the insurance problems had
proven to be insurmountable with respect to using
OE Enterprises for Field Day. After considering
several other, less attractive options, an offer was
received from Wilson, W4BOH, to use his and his
son’s adjacent homesteads. This option had been
approved by the Band Captains and the Boards of
OCRA and the DFMA (by email). There seems to be
lots of room and many options with many wellplaced trees. The terrain, while not as flat as that at
OE Enterprises, seems fairly accessible and much
more level than the Blackwood Farms site used for
several previous years. A walk-through is planned
for 2pm Sunday, right after DurHamFest.

Following several years’ precedent, a motion to have
the DFMA pay for the “Porta-potty” for use at
Field Day passed unanimously.
While the insurance crisis related to Field Day had
abated, there was considerable conversation
regarding our insurance options. Dan briefly
reviewed the situation and it seemed that our options
were to see if
1. Terry, WD4CEE, would come up with some suitable
club insurance;
2. Whether to go back to Nationwide which had been
getting more expensive (but might be worth it) or
3. Go back to the ARRL recommended Hayes with the
hope that their “office moving trouble” had been
resolved.
It was also deemed extremely important to see that
DFMA Board Members were adequately protected. A
quick reading of the DFMA Hayes policy seemed to
indicate that it was OK with respect to this, but a
more careful check seemed prudent.
Hamfest Chair - Paul, KE4OXN
Paul reported that things were mostly in place. There
were still a few loose ends:
- Talk-in: Vic, K0OUX, has done it in the past but will
not be available. We’ll have to recruit someone else.
- Hoover Rd pickup from storage shed: Dan,
KR4UB, and Dan, KE4UVJ, will pick up hamfest
related items on Friday afternoon.
- Tickets sales: MK, W4MKR, and Skip, WB4P;
- Food: Wilson, W4BOH, and Bob, W4RWC, will
prepare food; MK, W4MKR, and Dee, KU4GC, will
purchase and deliver.
- Club Table: Rhett, KE4HIH, has been doing this.
More help is needed.
- VE Session: Dave, W4SAR, and his team are all set.
- Vendor Tables: Paul, KE4OXN, will find out
Thursday what tables will be available. He and Linda,
KF4LJZ, may have to rent the needed tables.
- Tailgating: Linda, KF4LJZ, will handle that.
Of course, all hands are needed Friday evening (4-7)
for set up; during the hamfest, and Saturday
afternoon for break-down and clean up.
Meeting adjourned at 8:12pm.

Club Meeting Minutes
Durham FM Association (DFMA)
DFMA Meeting - 5/6/14 - KU4GC Secretary
Location: Bullock’s BBQ, Durham
Attending: Wilson, W4BOH; Mike, KK4BPH; Dick,
KK4CCX; Charlie, NC4CD; Justin, KD4CPM; Dan,
KK4DMS; Michael, KK4EIB; Dee, KU4GC; MK,
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W4MKR; Rhett, KE4HIH; Jim, KI4HQO; Duke, K2MZ;
Nancy; Tony, K1OC; Ted; Tim, KJ4OLI; Tucker,
KK4UNZ; Lad, W4ORD; Jim, KB4OT; Paul, KE4OXN;
John, KX4P; Lowell, KK4PH; Pete, K4PHS; Bill,
KK4QDZ; Dick, WA2ROC; Bob, W4RWC; Dave,
W4SAR; Skip, N4SKP; Noble, N4UOQ; Dave, NA4VY;
Paul, N2XZF; Jim, WB4YYY; Sue, KA4AVM; Mark,
KK4ZKN; Steve;
A total of 35 attending, 32 of them hams.
[Before the meeting officially began, Dee, KU4GC,
distributed proof copies of the 2014 DFMA Directory
to allow for corrections.]
President - Skip, N4SKP, called the meeting to order
at 7:00 pm and opened the activities with the
traditional self introductions.
REPORTS
Vice President - Michael, KK4EIB
Michael reported that there were enough programs
in the works to last until October. Next month will
focus on Field Day.
Treasurer - MK, W4MKR

Members: 73 in good standing (who had paid 2014
dues by the end of the meeting)
Secretary - Dee, KU4GC
- Dee reported on the sales from the Club Table at
RARSfest. The sales from the KO4T estate and the
W4OFZ gift brought in $767 after expenses, including
$80 yet to be collected. There is still much to be sold
at DurHamFest including a Yaesu 757GX HF rig and
many other nice items.
- He reported we had been invited to set up a special
event station in the fall of 2015 in conjunction with
the transcontinental Bankhead Convoy which will
have Durham as one of its many overnight stops.
(The complete text of the letter was included in the
last Link.) A show of hands indicated considerable
interest with possible involvement of the MCU and
possible home stations. Dee was instructed to
respond positively to the query.
- Dee also reported that drafts of the 2014 DFMA
Directory were circulating. He asked that people
look at and make necessary corrections in one of
them. The final edition will be distributed at
DurHamFest to all DFMA members.
- He had $5 tickets for DurHamFest on hand. Early
purchases, while not discounted, are eligible for a $50
cash drawing Friday evening. Several were sold.

Repeater Manager - Charlie, NC4CD
The new lease for “The Hill” is still in the hands of
lawyers.
Charlie also reported that Lowell, KK4PH, and
Adriano, KV7D, had been working hard on the
controller software and the IRLP link for the TV-Hill
site. This will be the location of the repeaters
currently operating from the VA. It is hoped that they
will go live before DurHamFest.
ARES- Lowell, KK4PH
Lowell reported that Jim, NN4JW, had gotten the HF
antenna ready at the EOC. We will have to have an
antenna party for actually putting it up. He also said
that the VA was willing to issue a limited number of
IDs for ARES members who might be able to help out
in an emergency. Getting the ID will involve a
background check. He asked people to contact him if
interested in getting a VA ID for ARES use.
Field Day Coordinator - Dave, W4SAR
Dave first announced that there would be a VE
session the following Monday (5/12) at the Orange
County EOC, concurrent with the OCRA meeting.
He reported we were still trying to settle on a site for
Field Day. Last year’s OE Enterprises has raised the
insurance request to 5 million and it seems unlikely
that we can get such a policy at a reasonable rate.
Blackwood farms is a backstop. Other sites being
considered include the other half of the field next to
OE Enterprises and the Little River Community
Complex (our hamfest site). The final decision will be
made by May 15th.
Door Prizes
Charlie, NC4CD, won a compact multimeter and Sue,
KA4AVM won a cigarette lighter (12V) to USB (5V)
adaptor.
Program: DurHamFest Planning
by Paul, KE4OXN
Paul reviewed the standard operations for
DurHamFest. He invited everyone to the work
session from 4-7pm on Friday 5/23. This is used for
setup and bringing in DFMA tables and other gear
from the DFMA storage shed at Hoover Road.
Saturday’s (5/24) activities will begin with opening
the building up for vendors at 6am. Help will be
needed in directing parking and tailgating. Help will
also be needed with food sales. Wilson, W4BOH, and
Bob, W4RWC, will take care of the actual cooking and
providing the free coffee. Help is also needed staffing
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the Club Table, doing talk-in (from the MCU) and
many other things, big and small, that need to be
done to have things go smoothly. There will be the
usual VE session. Contact Dave, W4SAR, if you can
help out with that. We will close down at 2pm and
have the building cleared by 3pm. Help with the
breakdown is also needed.
Program: Show & Tell
Michael, KK4EIB
Michael donated two bottles of New York Maple
Syrup that he and his brother produced on their farm
in New York State. The syrup is to be used for Field
Day breakfast. He spent some time explaining
modern maple syrup production. This season they
produced over 3200 bottles of syrup.

Buy – Sell – Trade
Wanted: Dead Microwave Ovens
I can use dead/dying/unwanted microwave ovens.
The power transformers can be used for power
supply construction. Thanks.
Wilson – W4BOH

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details)
6/3
6pm DFMA Meeting, Bullock’s BBQ
6/7
10am Maker Fair, Expo Ctr, NC Fairgrounds
6/9
7pm OCRA Meeting, Orange County EOC
6/14 10am VE Session, Orange County EOC
6/17 7pm DFMA Board Meeting
5/27-5/29 Field Day – W4BOH QTH
7/8?? 6pm DFMA Meeting, Bennett Pointe Grill??

Charlie, NC4CD
Charlie brought a Powerpole styled power analyzer
that he purchased for $40 from Quicksilver Radio.
It is a small in-line meter that displays minimum
voltage, maximum current (up to 30A), and peak
power. It can be used with a transceiver to see how it
is interacting with its power supply.
Jim, KB4OT
Jim brought a motor salvaged from a Calcomp
plotter that he wanted to use to control a shaft on
the TenTech transceiver. He asked for advice from
the audience regarding this project.
Wilson, W4BOH
Wilson brought his recently acquired 1938 Meissner
Signal Shifter. It is essentially a VFO. It is a piece in
his effort to have an operating pre-WWII station. It
produces about 7W and he had already used it to
make several CW contacts across the country. Wilson
related his efforts to find and acquire such a unit and
credited Lowell, KK4PH, for making the actual pickup
of the device from a ham in Virginia.
Meeting adjourned.

Web Site: dfma.org
73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
- MK, W4MKR, Proofreader
Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting
(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)

